
Video Pilot Client (VPC) is notable for its fast connection, many flexible features and unique Graphic User Interface (GUI). 
VPC's clean lines and simple navigation through the interface leaves more screen space for live or playback video viewing.

Video Pilot Client

i3’S HIGHLY VERSATILE REMOTE CLIENT SOFTWARE

For more information on i3’s Video Pilot Client, please visit: www.i3international.com or call 1.866.840.0004
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USER ADVANTAGES
Simple to use and designed for touch screen devices. 
Screen divisions are changed in a single click for up to 64 camera views.

Dual stream technology - providing both high-quality images when you need 
them while being easy on your bandwidth when speed is more important.

Snap shots are available at anytime with any camera.

The image can be magnified utilizing picture-in-picture box.

NETWORK ADVANTAGES
Faster connection to remote sites utilizing multiple streams of video.

Multiple users can connect to different sites and cameras on several 
computer screens.

SEARCHING ADVANTAGES
Quick same-day search with histogram.

Play back image on 16x speed.

Remain in quick search while also view other cameras live.

Multiple search cameras can be displayed on screen division.

Backup video with start and end time with a single click.

TIME SAVING ADVANTAGES
Favorite feature: Saving specific channels and servers in your 
favorites folder allows for quick and convenient access.

Mapping feature: Laying out video channels on a digital map of the 
facility provides the means to launch videos or link cameras quickly.

Video analytic noti�cation: Live notification of human or vehicle 
activity within a defined area with Alert Center support (optional).

POS integration: Text overlay from POS can be overlaid on video or 
side panel while reviewing the footage.

VPC's many features have been designed to create a simple yet ef�cient user experience.
Fast and convenient, Video Pilot Client could very well become your favorite business tool!

Camera linking through custom facility map Fast video backupText overlay display 


